HO	CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
And suddenly we were in the valley of the Webbe
Shebeli, my first Somali river, which runs broad and sluggish
between wide green banks covered with magnificent African
palms. Sandbanks showed in midstream but the river
was not shallow. The air was fresh again after the dry
windy heat of the endless Ogaden thorn above. Gradually
we drove lower and lower into the valley. Dry hills with
crumbling precipices rose on the left and on the right
stood the white kopjes on the far side of the Webbe Shebeli,
dull and dirty now in the change of light before sunset.
Between lay fine cotton country.
We climbed the northern side of a hill in the plain and
found Tafere Katama, which means the Strong Village. It
lay on a flat space at the back of the hill. The same huts,
but not as tidy as Gorahai. Scattered trenches. Five
hundred troops in new khaki. The old five-pounder which I
had seen at Daggahbur; four machine-guns on a lorry; four
or five automatic rifles. Such was the armament of the
post which held the southern defences of Ethiopia. Women
were bringing up water from the river in old buckets.
Nagadras Basha, a stout man who was always in need of
advice, received me with four bottles of tej. I was bedded
near the little wireless station.
Basha felt sure, so did I, that Tafere Katama was
impregnable by tanks, and he said that he was not afraid
of aerial bombardment. Trenches and holes in the rocky
hillside were protection against that. But he was terribly
afraid of gas. What if they used gas ?
We lay right up against the Italians at Tafere Katama.
Ethiopian morning prayers were at five-thirty. The garrison
lined up on either side of a flag-post flying the Ethiopian
colours, and joined in an antiphonal chant, standing bowing
and kneeling for twenty minutes. After this unusual church
parade I walked out of the camp to the brow of the hill.
Across the plain, down river, over a wide country covered
with bush (but it seemed no thorn), stood another tall hill
with a fort on the top. Through glasses soldiers could be
seen stirring about and the Italian flag was run up. I could
see at least one gun, probably a fifteen-pounder. This was
Moustahil, Italy's outpost on the Webbe Shebeli, where the
Ethiopians said there were about seven hundred Somali
troops., two white officers and a powerful wireless. " They

